Lessons Revolved Out Of The Collaboration With The White Devil:
Presenting to you: “The White Devil,” who has not a Marvel Card: “Eye of The Devil,” but a Marskin Card: “Eye of the Tiger.”
Especially when you consume Sniff or Smoke Cocaine the White Devil Come Along and take’s away all: “Mental Black.”
“Mental Black” is inside your mind and well what are leftovers of all what you annulated in your memory whit you Spirit.
After the White Devil took it Away You are free from unwished Memories, irritating Memories & Traumatic Memories.
Inclusive “Mental Black” are your Dreams which evangelic = annulated memories (Dreams),
I understood that sometime if we are dreaming we dream the annulated dreams of others. I start praying to the White Devil and said I
make you lawyer of Dr.eams now tell me… So I asked the White Devil if you take the Evangelic Annulated memories with you why is it
that after you take them my beloved ones or even random others can see my annulated Memories in there Dreams?
The White Devil answered if you do not want that then you shoot not placed it inside you “Mental Black”
I say but it are memories of worlds what dos not represent me and I can not use them so I annulated them as memories so that I will
not live those dreams. The White Devil Say that that is right thing to do, but system of Dr. evangelic annulated memories is so switched,
I can not Change, I Say to him: O really not, I made you Lawyer of Dreams what status you must get from the highest god to change
the system because I am the Honourleaderprince of the highest God’s and can arrange your redeployed status so you can solve that the
evangelic annulated memories will not longer visible for others, that would help all humans allot! Because the Dream Law: “Do not rune
real live with information revolved out of dreaming” is not world wide understood and not lived! White Devil Great Helper of Humans
What must be you status to change the possibilities of the Dr.eam System. It must be change for all Good! So that nobody Rune Others
there live with information revolved out of dreaming the annulated memories of others. Now White Devil You are My new Lawyer, a
new redeployed Status and do what I wish of you as my Lawyer and don’t forget I am Honourleaderprince of The Messiahs, Known as
Allah, God with work packet Creator of Live and he informed me that the real meaning of the night is no terror but Healing!
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